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ABSTRACT: Silver has been utilized as a highly effective and
broad-spectrum antibacterial agent in our daily life. However,
low stability, poor long-term antibacterial efficiency, and
potential environmental hazard of released Ag+ ions may
limit its practical applications. Ag-graphene oxide (GO)
nanocomposites have been reported to display highly
enhanced antibacterial property, yet their stability and long-
term antibacterial properties have not been carefully
investigated. Herein, we report the synthesis of Ag@Fe2O3-
GO nanocomposites with tunable loading density up to full
monolayer coverage by adopting a simple phase transfer
method. Compared to Ag@Fe2O3, its GO composite shows
enhanced stability with Ag+ releasing rate decreased by more
than two times under dialysis condition. We discover that the presence of GO not only slows down Ag nanoparticle oxidation
process but also enables Ag+ ions recrystallization on GO surface. The Ag@Fe2O3-GO nanocomposites have shown better and
long-term antibacterial property against both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria than those of plain Ag and Ag@Fe2O3,
displaying great potential as a promising long-term bactericide with suppressed environmental hazard.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Bacteria are microorganisms that can cause deadly infections.
Thus, antibacterial materials are of great importance and
necessity in our daily life. Other than commonly used
antibiotics, nanomaterials including silver, copper, and some
other metal or metal-based materials are also efficient
bacteriostasis agents.1 Among them, silver is the most widely
investigated material. As a broad-spectrum antimicrobial agent,
silver metal, silver salt, silver clusters or nanoparticles (NPs),
and silver-based nanocomposites (NCs) can all be utilized as
bactericides.2−4 Several possible mechanisms have been
proposed for the action of Ag on bacteria. One is that Ag
nanomaterials release Ag+ ions,5,6 which can then bind to the
thiol groups of bacterial enzymes and interfere with DNA
replications. Particle-specific interaction of Ag NPs with
bacteria, their subsequent penetration, and locally releasing
Ag+ ions causing bacteria death has also been proposed to
account for their antibacterial property.7−10 Another possible
mechanism includes the oxidative stress generated by the
formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) at the surface of
the Ag NPs.6,11 Although the antibacterial mechanism of silver
is not fully understood yet, its antimicrobial activity has been
attributed mainly to the released Ag+ ions.5 Under ambient

conditions, silver nanoparticles can be easily oxidized and
release Ag+ ions,12 which would severely impair their stability
and use in long-term antibacterial applications and allow them
to become a potential environmental hazard.
Graphene (GR), first discovered in 2004, is a promising two-

dimensional (2D) carbon material for a wide range of
application areas including electronics,13,14 energy,15 cataly-
sis,16−20 and biosensing,21−23 etc. At the same time, its
derivative graphene oxide (GO), possessing abundant oxygen-
containing functional groups (such as epoxy, hydroxyl, and
carboxyl groups), enables its biomedical applications in drug
delivery,24,25 biosensing,26 photothermal therapy,27,28 and so
forth. Nowadays, GO based nanocomposites are the research
hotspots because of their ease of scale-up production29 and
potential synergistically enhanced effect. GO based hybrid
materials inherit excellent physical and chemical properties
from GO, as well as the specific properties of the supported
NPs; thus, they are showing great potential in various fields
such as biomedical, energy, and catalytic applications.30−32 To
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date, these GO or graphene based NCs are mainly prepared by
using GO nanosheets as the starting seed material for in situ
nanoparticle synthesis33 or by van der Waals interactions
between metal NPs with graphene.34 Among them, GO-Ag
NCs displaying superior antibacterial activity have drawn great
interest from researchers even though their antibacterial
mechanism is still under debate.35−43 However, current studies
on GO-Ag based NCs mainly focus on their high antibacterial
property, while the stability of silver, which is the most vital
factor influencing their antibacterial property and potential
environmental safety, has not been carefully investigated.
The use of a magnetic component such as Fe3O4 or Fe2O3

along with Ag NPs in a composite form has been explored by
many groups for easy separation and recycling purposes.44−51

Very recently, we have prepared thin amorphous Fe2O3 shell
coated Ag core NPs and observed their enhanced antibacterial
effect compared to the plain Ag NPs with the same size, shape,
surface charge, and coatings.52 These Ag@Fe2O3 NPs exhibited
release of Ag+ ions under ambient conditions, which may
hinder their long-term use as an efficient bactericide. Inspired
by the recent studies using graphene and its derivative GO to
stabilize metal surface and nanoparticles,53−55 herein we report
the preparation of Ag@Fe2O3-GO nanocomposites with slow
Ag+ ions release rate and long-term antibacterial property.
Core−shell Ag@Fe2O3 NPs were first synthesized and

dispersed in hexane following our previous report,52 and then
hydrophilic GO nanosheets containing massive hydrophilic
hydroxyl and carboxyl groups on its surface were utilized as a
phase transfer agent,56 where hydroxyl groups in 1-dodecanol
coordinated with Ag@Fe2O3 NPs were replaced by abundant
hydroxyl and carboxyl groups on GO. This method has several
advantages compared to other approaches for GO-NPs
preparation: (1) The uniform size and excellent property
from NPs synthesized in oil phase can be well maintained; (2)
it is a simple and general way to prepare GO based
nanocomposites with NPs having strong affinity to carboxyl
or hydroxyl groups; (3) NP loading density on GO can be
tuned by controlling reaction time between two immiscible
phases; and (4) unreacted NPs which remained in the organic
phase can be easily recycled and reused.
Relative stabilities of Ag@Fe2O3 and its GO composites were

investigated by observing nanomaterials morphology changes
and monitoring their UV−vis absorption spectra, and the
results showed that nanocomposites displayed very few hollow
structures, unlike the case for Ag@Fe2O3 only. Furthermore,
ion selective Ag/S composite electrode was used to detect Ag+

ions release after dialyzing the respective nanomaterials against
fresh water over 19 days. In agreement with the morphological
observations, Ag@Fe2O3-GO displayed slower Ag+ ions release
rate compared to Ag@Fe2O3, indicating GO can inhibit Ag+

release. In other words, Ag@Fe2O3-GO is more stable than
Ag@Fe2O3. We then carefully compared the antibacterial
property of Ag, Ag@Fe2O3, and Ag@Fe2O3-GO using Gram-
negative bacteria Escherichia coli (E. coli) and Gram-positive
bacteria Bacillus subtilis (B. subtilis) as model microorganisms.
The Ag@Fe2O3-GO nanocomposites showed better long-term
antibacterial property compared to Ag and Ag@Fe2O3 NPs. In
addition to the above results, an interesting phenomenon was
observed in Ag@Fe2O3-GO NCs during the Ag+ release
process. Recrystallized silver NPs were seen on GO nanosheets,
while no similar effect was observed in the Ag@Fe2O3 sample.
This indicates that other than slowing down oxidation of Ag to

Ag+, GO can also serve as nucleation sites for Ag deposition,
which further diminished Ag+ release into the environment.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Synthesis of GO Nanosheets. Graphene oxide was prepared

from natural graphite flake by a modified Hummers method as
originally presented by Kovtyukhova et al.57,58 Natural graphite flake
(6 g) was mixed with concentrated H2SO4 (30 mL), K2S2O8 (5 g), and
P2O5 (5 g) and then incubated at 80 °C for 10 h to preoxidize the
graphite. After cooling to room temperature, the reaction mixture was
diluted by H2O (1 L) and stirred for another 10 h. With three times
filtering through 0.2 μm pore size polytetrafluoroethylene Millipore
filter membrane and washing with distilled water until neutral pH,
preoxidized graphite can be gathered and then dried in air at ambient
temperature overnight. This preoxidized graphite powder (3 g) was
then put into cold (below 20 °C) concentrated H2SO4 (120 mL), with
KMnO4 (15 g) added gradually with stirring and cooling. The mixture
was then stirred at 35 °C for 2 h, followed by the addition of distilled
water (250 mL), and stirring was continued for another 2 h. Distilled
water (700 mL) was then added to terminate the reaction.
Subsequently, 30% H2O2 (20 mL) was added in slowly and the
reaction continued for 4 h with rapid stirring, after which the color of
the mixture finally changed to bright yellow. The reaction mixture was
centrifuged and the supernatant was discarded. The obtained
precipitate was washed with 10% HCl solution three times to remove
residual metal ions. To exfoliate the oxidized graphite, the obtained
product was further ultrasonicated for 30 min, followed by centrifuging
at 12 000 rpm for 30 min, and the exfoliated GO was collected from
the supernatant. The as prepared GO can be stably dispersed in water
for several months.

2.2. Preparation of Ag@Fe2O3-GO. Hydrophobic Ag and Ag@
Fe2O3 NPs were first synthesized according to the procedures reported
in our previous work.52 The corresponding water-soluble NPs were
obtained by using polydopamine coating through ligand exchange.

Ag@Fe2O3-GO NCs were obtained by phase transfer using GO as
the anchoring substrate. Hydrophobic Ag@Fe2O3 NPs (0.5 mL) were
diluted into 3 mL of hexane and then mixed with aqueous GO solution
(1 mg/mL, 5 mL) with constant stirring at room temperature. The
phase transfer process could be easily terminated by stopping the
mixing of two immiscible phases. Unreacted NPs which still remained
in hexane phase can be easily recycled and reused. The as obtained
Ag@Fe2O3-GO NCs were washed with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for
three times to remove impurities, which were then redispersed in
water.

2.3. Characterization. UV−vis absorption spectra were recorded
on a Lambda-25 spectrometer (PerkinElmer, USA), and Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded on a Nicolet
spectrometer (Nicolet 6700, Thermo Fisher Scientific). TEM samples
were prepared by drying a drop of solution in a dark room on
amorphous carbon-coated nickel grids. TEM characterization was
performed on a Tecnai G2 F20 S-Twin TEM (FEI, USA) operating at
200 kV. Ag concentrations in NPs and NCs were determined by first
dissolving them in 5.0% aqueous HNO3 solution and then measuring
by an Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometer
(PerkinElmer ICP-OES 2100 DV). Released Ag+ ions from NPs or
NCs was measured by Ag/S composite electrodes (Ruosull
Technology, China) connected to a PB-10 digital pH meter (Sartorius,
Germany). The optical absorption of bacterial suspensions distributed
in the 96-well plate was recorded by a VICTOR X4Multilabel Plate
Reader (PerkinElmer, USA).

2.4. Antibacterial Activity. Gram-negative bacteria E. coli or
Gram-positive bacteria B. subtilis were incubated in Mueller-Hinton
broth medium in a shaking incubator at 37 °C overnight to obtain the
isolated colonies. Then, the bacteria colonies were solubilized in 0.85%
(w/v) saline solution and adjusted to the 0.5 index of the MacFarland
scale (1.5 × 108 colony-forming units (CFU)/mL). The bacteria were
reinoculated after being properly diluted in Mueller-Hinton broth
medium and distributed in a 96-well plate at the density of 105 CFU/
well. Each well was filled by 100 μL of solution with different
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concentrations of NPs or NCs. The mixture was incubated at 37 °C
for 18 h, and the optical density at 595 nm was then measured to
evaluate the antibacterial activity. All measurements were performed in
triplicates.
2.5. Ag+ Ions Release Rate Evaluation. The content of Ag in

Ag@Fe2O3 and Ag@Fe2O3-GO solution were quantified and set at
200 ppm (mg/L) to ensure the same initial Ag concentration for Ag+

ions release evaluation. A total of 10 mL of Ag@Fe2O3 or Ag@Fe2O3-
GO solution was put into dialysis bags (MWCO 7000) and immersed
in a beaker with 100 mL of ultrapure water, which was changed every
day. Ag+ ions release rate was then measured by inserting an ion
selective Ag/S composite electrode into the beaker, where the
potential recorded by a connected ion meter corresponded to the Ag+

concentration. The calibration curve of potential vs Ag+ ions
concentration was acquired by measuring the potential of Ag+ ions
from standard AgNO3 solutions of different concentrations.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Nanocomposites Synthesis and Characterization.

Previously, monodisperse hydrophobic Ag@Fe2O3 NPs were
synthesized via a one-pot seeded growth method and then
transferred into water by using dopamine. As GO based
nanocomposites have shown some interesting synergic
effects,59 we propose a facile and eco-friendly method to
prepare Ag@Fe2O3-GO nanocomposites. Abundant hydro-
philic hydroxyl and carboxyl groups on GO can easily
coordinate with metals and metal oxides.60 In this work, 1-
dodecanol coordinated with Ag@Fe2O3 can be readily replaced
by GO through a ligand exchange process, as illustrated in
Figure 1. The ligand exchange during the two-phase reaction

was characterized by FTIR measurement, as shown in Figure
2A. The absorption peaks between 3500 cm−1 and 3000 cm−1

from GO can be assigned to O−H stretching vibrations of
hydroxyl groups on GO. There are also plenty oxygen-
containing functional groups, such as carboxyl COO− (1650
cm−1 and 1400 cm−1) and alkoxyl C−O (1100 cm−1) groups
observed on GO nanosheets. The spectra between 3500 cm−1

and 3000 cm−1 of Ag@Fe2O3 also indicate the existence of
hydroxyl groups and likely came from the 1-dodecanol
surfactant used in the synthesis. The peak at 1380 cm−1

shows the existence of long chain alkyl groups, which
disappeared after phase transfer, indicating 1-dodecanol was

replaced by GO on the Ag@Fe2O3 surface. Figure 2B shows the
UV−vis absorption spectra of GO, Ag@Fe2O3, and their
composites. Ag@Fe2O3 had a distinct surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) absorption at 478 nm in hexane, and that
of dopamine coated Ag@Fe2O3 NPs dispersed in water slightly
red-shifted due to the influence of the surrounding solvent. The
Ag@Fe2O3-GO NCs showed a large 22 nm red-shift compared
to the Ag@Fe2O3 NPs. The red-shift of the SPR peak can be
attributed to the change of dielectric constant according to Mie
theory. A color photograph of Ag@Fe2O3, GO, and Ag@
Fe2O3-GO is shown in Figure 2B, inset. The magenta Ag@
Fe2O3 solution changed to yellowish-red Ag@Fe2O3-GO after
GO coordination. The property of GO before and after loading
Ag@Fe2O3 was evaluated by Raman spectroscopy, and no
obvious changes of characteristic GO Raman peaks were
observed as shown in Supporting Information Figure S1.
This phase transfer method allows tuning the loading density

(ratio of NPs to GO) by simply adjusting the stirring time, that
is, the reaction time between NP and GO across the oil−water
phase boundary. As the intensity of characteristic SPR peak in
UV−vis absorption spectra is in direct proportion to the
concentration of NPs, we characterized nanocomposites
absorption after different reaction times. Figure 3A shows the
UV−vis absorption spectra of Ag@Fe2O3-GO NCs obtained at
different mixing time points. As characteristic absorption of GO
is at 230 nm from the π−π* transition of the sp2 carbon,61,62

while that of Ag@Fe2O3 is at 500 nm, the ratio of absorbance at
500 nm to that at 230 nm reflects the loading density of NPs.
Figure 3B−D are the TEM images of the NCs after different
mixing times. As expected, with increasing stirring time, the
density of NPs on GO increased significantly. This increased
NP loading density can be displayed in a more visible way by
software processing of the obtained TEM images (Figure 3E−
G), where the red dots correspond to Ag@Fe2O3 NPs. The red

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the formation of Ag@Fe2O3-GO
nanocomposites through a phase transfer method.

Figure 2. (A) FTIR spectra of GO, Ag@Fe2O3 and Ag@Fe2O3-GO.
(B) UV−vis absorption spectra of Ag@Fe2O3 dispersed in hexane, and
Ag@Fe2O3, GO, and Ag@Fe2O3-GO dispersed in water, respectively;
the inset shows the color photograph of Ag@Fe2O3 dispersed in
hexane and GO and Ag@Fe2O3-GO dispersed in water, respectively.
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areas turned larger and more agglomerative as stirring time
increased, indicating more and more Ag@Fe2O3 NPs became
anchored on GO, and more than 90% area of the GO surface
was occupied after only 2 h of stirring. The measured NPs’ areal
densities on GO after different stirring time is displayed in
Figure 3H.
3.2. Stability and Ag+ Ions Release Property. Instability

of Ag-based bactericides can limit their applications, and the
main influencing factor is that Ag can be readily oxidized to
Ag+, leading to inefficiency after long-term storage and causing
environmental hazard. The initial structures of the synthesized
Ag@Fe2O3 NPs have a Ag core coated by a ∼2 nm amorphous
Fe2O3 shell.52 For bioapplications, water-soluble Ag@Fe2O3
NPs (Figure 4A) could be obtained by using polydopamine
which binds strongly to metal and metal oxide surfaces. Despite
their excellent antibacterial property, these water-soluble Ag@
Fe2O3 NPs suffered from the instability problem which might
limit their long-term antibacterial usage, as more and more
hollow Fe2O3 appeared as time went by (Figure 4B).
Stability of Ag@Fe2O3 NPs improved greatly after loading

them onto GO nanosheets. In Figure 5A, an overview image of
Ag@Fe2O3-GO shows high loading density of NPs on GO. The
HRTEM image in Figure 5B demonstrates the well preserved
structure and morphology of Ag@Fe2O3 after they were loaded
on GO. More importantly, the stability of Ag@Fe2O3 NPs
gained significant improvement owning to the interaction

between them and GO. There were hardly any hollow
structures as seen from Figure 5C and 5D, after they were
stored under ambient environment for 7 days, in stark contrast
to the scenario displayed in Figure 4B. Although still not well
understood, several factors can lead to the relatively higher
stability of Ag after GO was introduced into the system. For
instance, oxygen containing functional groups could remove the
reactive oxygen intermediates from the environment which can
otherwise oxidize Ag.63 In addition, negatively charged GO can
also impede the oxidation reaction by absorbing protons that

Figure 3. (A) UV−vis absorption spectra of Ag@Fe2O3-GO after different stirring time and corresponding TEM images of the nanocomposites after
(B) 30 min, (C) 60 min, and (D) 120 min of stirring. (E−G) are contrast images of (B−D) obtained by Image-pro plus software processing, where
red dots represent Ag@Fe2O3 NPs loaded on GO nanosheets. (H) Calculated NPs’ loading density on GO after different stirring time.

Figure 4. TEM images of polydopamine coated Ag@Fe2O3 NPs
dispersed in water (A) and after 7 days of storage (B). All the scale
bars represent 20 nm.
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existed in the system.56 The ability of GO and reduced
graphene oxide (rGO) to stabilize Ag nanoparticles has also
been utilized in surface-enhanced Raman scattering applica-
tions53,54 and for electrochemical actuator electrode design.55

The measured Ag+ ions release curve further corroborates
the observed structural changes in TEM images. Shown in
Figure 6, the Ag+ release rate of the NPs is compared to that of

NCs. The measured release rate of Ag@Fe2O3-GO nano-
composites was two times slower than that of Ag@Fe2O3
nanoparticles over 19 days. During the first five days, a very
small amount (∼5%) of Ag+ was released from the NCs,
compared to ∼20% from the NPs. After 19 days, only 25% Ag+

(cumulative amount) was released by dialysis from NCs, while
the released percentage of Ag+ was as high as 51% for NPs. This
result is another strong proof of the high stability of Ag@
Fe2O3-GO NCs. For comparison, depending on surface coating

and environment, small Ag NPs can undergo rapid dissolution,
releasing more than 60% of the total Ag in the form of Ag+ ions
over a period of days64,65 or even in hours.66

3.3. Synergistically Enhanced Antibacterial Property
and Long-Term Efficiency. Synergistically enhanced anti-
bacterial property was evaluated by comparing the minimum
inhibitory concentrations (MICs) of Ag@Fe2O3 and its GO
composite against Gram-negative E. coli and Gram-positive B.
subtilis. For comparison, Ag was chosen as the control group.
Graphene and its derivative GO/rGO have been demonstrated
as efficient antibacterial materials by their specific interaction
with bacterial membranes and the generation of ROS.67,68

Under our experimental conditions, dopamine and GO showed
only mild inhibition of bacteria proliferation even when their
concentrations reached as high as 500 μg/mL (see Supporting
Information Figure S2); thus, we neglected their role in our
studies. Bacteria in broth medium without any nanomaterial
addition would show a fast growth profile (Supporting
Information Figure S3). As shown in Figure 7A,B, Ag@Fe2O3
NPs and Ag@Fe2O3-GO NCs exhibited enhanced antibacterial
property compared to plain Ag NPs. MIC values of pure Ag
NPs against E. coli and B. subtilis were both at 150.68 μg/mL,
which were about 2−4 times higher than those of Ag@Fe2O3
and Ag@Fe2O3-GO (see Table 1). The Ag@Fe2O3-GO
displayed lower MIC than Ag@Fe2O3 owing to the synergisti-
cally enhanced effect. In other words, Ag@Fe2O3-GO NCs
showed better antibacterial property than the simple sum of the
two constituents. With decreasing Ag concentration, we can see
in Figure 7A that OD595 of Ag@Fe2O3-GO NCs was
significantly lower than that of Ag@Fe2O3 NPs. This
phenomenon illustrated that less E. coli grew in broth medium
containing Ag@Fe2O3-GO. Although the antibacterial property
against B. subtilis was not as good as that against E. coli (Figure
7B), the MIC value also indicated their slightly better
antibacterial property compared to Ag@Fe2O3. Their long-
term antibacterial properties were also studied and compared
after 19 days of dialysis treatment (Figure 7C,D).
The long-term antibacterial properties of our nanoparticles

and nanocomposites were evaluated after they were subjected
to dialysis treatment, with the quantitative initial Ag content in
Ag@Fe2O3 and Ag@Fe2O3-GO used; that is, we disregarded
the Ag contents released during the dialysis process. Long-term
inhibitory concentration (L-MIC) is defined as the minimum
initial Ag concentration required in the nanoparticle or
nanocomposite which can still completely inhibit bacterial
proliferation after different days of storage or dialysis treatment.
As shown in Figure 7C,D, Ag@Fe2O3-GO displayed the best
long-term antibacterial activity, while Ag NPs lost their
effectiveness even when the Ag concentration reached up to
600 μg/mL. This is likely due to the near total dissolution of
small Ag nanoparticle under dialysis treatment with no cross-
linked surface protections (see Supporting Information Figure
S4).66 Ag@Fe2O3 L-MIC values against E. coli and B. subtilis
were both at 290.44 μg/mL, while Ag@Fe2O3-GO L-MIC
against E. coli was only 71.71 μg/mL (143.43 μg/mL against B.
subtilis). These values are consistent with the observed trend of
the Ag+ ion release profile, as the nanocomposites showed the
suppressed release of Ag+ and thus increased core Ag
nanoparticle long-term stability. There are some uncertainties
in determining the exact MIC values due to the method we
adopted here using serial dilution of the nanomaterials.

3.4. Recrystallization of Ag on GO. As shown in
Supporting Information Figure S5, after 19 days dialysis,

Figure 5. (A) TEM and (B) HRTEM images of Ag@Fe2O3-GO NCs.
(C) TEM and (D) HRTEM images of Ag@Fe2O3-GO NCs after 7
days of storage. The black scale bars in (A) and (C) represent 100 nm,
and the white scale bars in (B) and (D) represent 10 nm. The inset in
(D) shows the lattice spacing of the core Ag NPs corresponding to
(111) plane, and due to the amorphous nature of the Fe2O3 shell, it is
not visible under HRTEM.

Figure 6. Ag+ release profile after dialysis treatment, where Ag@
Fe2O3-GO displayed a much slower Ag+ release, especially at the
beginning stage.
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some large Ag was seen recrystallized on GO, with irregular
sizes up to 60 nm. Such a phenomenon was not observed for
Ag@Fe2O3 NPs. Ag

+ ions released from the core Ag NPs were
likely reduced again by mild reductants in the solution or via a
photochemical process, forming Ag NPs on the GO sur-
face.12,69 UV−vis absorption spectra also reflected the differ-
ence of two materials during the release process. As shown in
Supporting Information Figure S6A,B, absorbance of Ag@
Fe2O3 at 496 nm decreased over time indicating that its
concentration was decreasing, while recrystallized Ag NPs
resulted in blue-shift and broadening of Ag@Fe2O3-GO SPR
absorption (Supporting Information Figure S6C,D). Such a
phenomenon was not observed in the absence of GO
(Supporting Information Figure S6B). As Ag NPs recrystalliza-
tion effectively reduces Ag+ release into the surrounding
environment, this effect also contributes to the observed
suppressed Ag+ release and sustained long-term antibacterial
property.
The disappearance of the characteristic GO absorption peak

at 230 nm in Supporting Information Figure S6C was likely due
to the interaction of recrystallized Ag with GO. The π−π*

transition of GO depends on the conjugative effect related to its
nanometer-scale sp2 clusters, which might be affected by
electronic interaction with Ag nanoparticles or GO itself as in a
aggregated form.62 We have investigated the absorbance change
of GO by forming composite with Ag NPs and salt induced
aggregation (Supporting Information Figure S7), and both
experiments showed decreased π−π* transition of GO, with
Ag-GO showing almost a vanishing 230 nm absorption peak,
similar to what was observed in Supporting Information Figure
S6C.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have investigated synthetic mechanism and
long-term antibacterial activity of Ag@Fe2O3-GO nanocompo-
sites by developing a facile ligand exchange method, where
nanoparticle loading density on GO can be easily tuned. The
abundant hydroxyl and carboxyl groups on GO served as the
anchoring point for Ag@Fe2O3 NPs, replacing the originally
coordinated 1-dodecanol molecules. We have found that the as
formed water-soluble Ag@Fe2O3-GO NCs were more stable
than Ag@Fe2O3 NPs by carefully monitoring their morphology
changes under TEM and the Ag+ release curves. After long-
term storage, many hollow structured Fe2O3 NPs were
observed in Ag@Fe2O3 NPs, which were rarely seen in Ag@
Fe2O3-GO NCs. The measured Ag+ release curves also showed
that Ag@Fe2O3 exhibited about two times higher release rate
than that of Ag@Fe2O3-GO NCs over a 19 day period.
Antibacterial experiments showed that Ag@Fe2O3-GO dis-
played synergistically enhanced antibacterial property and
longer-term antibacterial efficiency compared to Ag and Ag@
Fe2O3. The suppressed oxidation of Ag and Ag recystallization
on GO contributed to the slow Ag+ ions release and long-term
antibacterial activity for Ag@Fe2O3-GO nanocomposites. Our
study demonstrates that the surface and interface between Ag

Figure 7. Antibacterial activities against (A) E. coli and (B) B. subtilis evaluated by measuring optical density at 595 nm after 18 h of incubation with
different concentrations of Ag, Ag@Fe2O3, and Ag@Fe2O3-GO nanomaterials at 37 °C. Minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) were the
minimum concentrations that completely inhibited bacterial growth (where OD595 dropped to zero). (C, D) After 19 days of dialysis, Ag, Ag@
Fe2O3, and Ag@Fe2O3-GO were again incubated with the bacteria strains under the same conditions. Long-term minimum inhibitory concentrations
(L-MIC) were similarly determined by the concentrations (initial Ag concentration before dialysis treatment) that completely inhibited bacterial
growth. All the MIC values presented here were the initial concentration of Ag in the nanomaterials determined by ICP-OES. The error bars
represent standard deviations of the measurements (n = 3).

Table 1. Minimum Inhibitory Concentrations (MIC) and
Long-Term MIC (L-MIC) of Ag, Ag@Fe2O3, and Ag@
Fe2O3-GO against E. coli and B. subtilis

MIC (μg/mL) E. coli B. subtilis

Ag 150.68 150.68
Ag@Fe2O3 43.57 87.13
Ag@Fe2O3-GO 43.03 86.06
L-MIC (μg/mL) E. coli B. subtilis

Ag NA NA
Ag@Fe2O3 290.44 290.44
Ag@Fe2O3-GO 71.71 143.43
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and Fe2O3, as well as Ag@Fe2O3 to GO nanosheets, play
important roles in the chemical stability of Ag nanoparticles and
subsequently their antibacterial properties, which should be
valuable for future design of highly efficient nanomaterials-
based bactericide with long-term stability and low environ-
mental hazard.
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